This paper presents a method that estimates a robot displacements in outdoor unstructured terrain. It computes the displacements on the basis of associations of 3D points sets produced by consecutive stereovision frames, the associations being determined by tracking pixels from one image frame to the other. The paper details the various steps of the algorithms, and presents first experimental results are presented: they show that the algorithm is able to estimate the 6 parameters of the robot position with a relative error smaller than about 5%, processing several hundreds of images over several tens of meters.
Introduction
Future cross country robots will have to explore, map or traverse larger and larger areas. This is a tremendous challenge for roboticists, that must conceive systems endowed with autonomous long range navigation capacities. Indeed, several applications brings forth constraints, such as communication delays or the absence of precise knowledge on the environment, that void the possibility to efficiently teleoperate the machine (e.g. planetary exploration or intervention robotics). At LAAS, we have tackled various aspects related to autonomous long range navigation in unstructured terrains for over ten years, and experimented some in realistic conditions [l, 21. We are convinced that to efficiently achieve high level missions defined over a large scale of space and time, a certain degree of deliberation is necessary in order to anticipate events, take efficient decisions, and react adequately to unexpected events. In particular, this robot ability to plan its activities calls for the building of various environment representations, at several levels of abstraction (topological maps, geometric maps, object representaLaurent Gallo Aerospatiale 2 Rue BQanger 92320 Chatillon -France Laurent .Gallo@missiles.aeromatra.cor tions ...). As a consequence, a good knowledge of the robot position is required for the purpose of coherent representation building, at least locally. A position estimate may also be required to ensure that the given mission is successfully being achieved, or to servo motions along a defined trajectory: robot self-localization is actually one of the most important issue to tackle autonomous navigation. We present here an exteroceptive position estimation technique that is able to estimate the 6 parameters of the robot displacements in any kind of environments, provided it is textured enough so that pixelbased stereovision works well (thanks to progresses on cameras and algorithms, it is even the case for very smooth and flat terrains -the presence of no particular landmark is required). This technique is passive, in the sense that it does not calls for any data acquisition strategy: images are just processed as they are provided. The algorithms therefore do not interfere with any other functionality that makes use of the stereo cameras (obstacle avoidance, map building). The next section presents the principle of the method, and sections 3 to 5 describe the various steps of the motion estimation. Section 6 gives first experimental results obtained with the Marsokhod robot Lama, and a discussion concludes the paper.
Principle of the approach
The approach we developed and experimented could be called "exteroceptive dead-reckoning" : it computes an estimate of the 6 displacement parameters between two stereo frames on the basis of a set of 3D point to 3D point matches, established by tracking the corresponding pixels in the image sequence acquired while the robot moves. Depending on the time spent by stereovision and on the number of pixels to track, the tracking phase lasts a variable number of frames, which can be reduced to one (which is the case for all 0-7803-5886-4/00/$10.00@ 2000 IEEE the results we present in this article). The principle of the approach is extremely simple, but we paid a lot of attention to the selection of the pixel to track: in order to avoid wrong correspondences, one must make sure that they can be faithfully tracked, and in order to have a precise estimation of the motion, one must choose pixels whose corresponding 3D point is known with a good accuracy. Pixel selection is done in three steps: an a priori selection is done on the basis of the stereo images (section 3); an empirical model of the pixel tracking algorithm is used to discard the dubious pixels during the tracking phase (section 4); and finally an outlier rejection is performed when computing an estimate of displacement between two stereo frames ( a posteriori selectaon -section 5).
Among the many contributions related to egomotion determination, a vast majority is devoted to the "motion and structure from motion" problem (see [3] for a review). Using multiple cameras off course reduces drastically the complexity of the egomotion determination, as it allows to recover to structure of the environment at each step, and numerous contributions can be found in the litterature (e.g. [4, 5, 61).
Selection of the pixels to track
To initiate the process as a stereo frame comes up, one must select a set of pixels to be tracked. On one hand, one would like to track pixels whose corresponding 3D point is known with a good accuracy: this is done thanks to an error model of the pixel-based stereovision algorithm. On the other hand, one would like to select pixels that are likely to be successfully tracked in the forthcoming image sequence: this is done by studying the behavior of the auto-correlation function in the neighbor of the pixels of the image. An error model for pixel correlation-based stereovision: A dense disparity image is produced from a pair of images thanks to a correlation-based pixel matching algorithm (we use the ZNCC correlation criteria'). False matches are avoided thanks to a reverse correlation and to various thresholds defined on the correlation score curve (essentially on the value of the highest score, and on the difference between this score and the second highest peak in the curve). To get quantitative informations on the precision of the computed disparity (and therefore on the coordinates of the 3D points), we studied a set of 100 images acquired from the same position. As in [8] , it appeared that the distribution of the standard deviation on the disparity 'Note that using the Hamming distance computed on Census transformed images [7] as a similarity measure give results as good as the ZNCC criteria.
estimate can be well approximated by a Gaussian. A more interesting fact is that there is a strong correlation between the shape of the correlation curve around its peak and the standard deviation on the disparity: the sharper the peak, the more precise the disparity found. This correlation defines an error model, that is used during the pixel matching phase to estimate the error on the computed disparity (figure 1 -more details on this model can be found in [9] ). However, there are matching errors that occur at the border between two regions of very different intensity values located at different depths (figure 2): as a consequence, the object shape in the disparity image is artificially growed of half the size of the correlation window. These errors, often referred to as "occluding contours artifacts" [lo] can not be filtered out thanks to the thresholds on the correlation curve or to a blob filtering algorithm2. Moreover, their estimated error tend to be very small: it is practically impossible to avoid the selection of such pixels considering only the stereovision algorithm model. Selecting good candidates for the tracking algorithm: In textured environments, simple area-based matching techniques are extremely efficient to track pixels in an image sequence (see section 4). However, due to noise in the image and the sampling performed by cameras, the tracking algorithm often eventually drifts: after a few image frames, tracked pixels do not correspond to the same terrain points than the points corresponding to the original pixels. This off course occur especially on smooth, low textured areas, but can also occur on highly textured areas if they contain repetitive patterns, or along contours in the image. Therefore, checking a simple threshold on the 2Note that the use a matching score based on census images reduces considerably these artifacts. standard deviation on the grey levels of the correlation window is not sufficient to ensure that a pixel will be successfully tracked. To avoid the selection of pixels in the image that are likely to drift during the tracking phase, we defined a measure other the image that represents how similar is a pixel to its neighbors. The general principle is to use a measure that is determined by the way the pixels will be tracked: this measure is based on the computation of the correlation score of one pixel with each of its neighbors, using the same correlation score and window size as the tracking algorithm (auto-correlation). These scores define a correlation peak (a surface), and the shape of this peak indicates how different is one pixel from its neighbors: the sharper the peak, the more different are the neighbors from the pixel. We use the greatest value of the correlation scores found for the neighbors as an indicator of the sharpness of the peak (see figure 3 ). Note that this measure gives an indicator related to the expected precision of the tracking algorithm for a pixel, but not related to the ambiguity (certainty):
to evaluate an ambiguity measure would require the computation of correlation scores for a wide neighborhood, which is extremely time consuming. The next section describes how the ambiguities are avoided by focusing the search area.
Pixels selection:
The set of candidate pixels to track is defined by applying thresholds on the depth standard deviation estimate of the 3D points and on the corresponding pixel similarity measure. The pixels that will actually be tracked are then randomly chosen among the remaining candidates.
Tracking pixels.in an image sequence
Although the pixels to track have been carefully selected, some errors (drifts or false matches) can occur during the tracking phase. In order to avoid such errors, we tested various matching criteria (SSD, ZNCC, Census. . . ) and various template updating strategies on several image sequences to determine the best ones.
We have not performed systematic tests as in [ll] , but it appeared that ZNCC and Census worked much better than any other matching score on our images. Thanks to stereo image sequences, we can detect when a tracking algorithm is drifting by tracking "stereocorresponding" pixels in the two images, and by checking that after the tracking phase, the returned pixels are still corresponding in the new stereo pair. However, tracking in parallel pixels in a stereo pair takes twice the time to track pixels in one image. We therefore only used this possibility to study off-line the tracking algorithm with stereovision, in order to establish statistics on various tracking algorithms and with various correlation window sizes. This helped to determine the best matching score, template update strategy and optimal window size: we retained the ZNCC correlation score computed over a 9 x 9 window, and update the template by interpolating the target image around the sub-pixellic matching estimate and with the previous template. Moreover, these statistics allowed us to easily determine the threshold values on the maximum correlation score and on the difference between the second highest peak in the surface, thresholds under which the algorithm is suspected to drift or to return a false match. The tracking phase is done as follows: given a set of pixel to track and their corresponding 3D points defined on the stereo frame To, the search zone in the image acquired at time T I is centered around their predicted position, using the transformation T~T,,+T~ provided by the robot internal sensors. The size of the search zone is determined according to the uncertainty on the estimated transformation. This prediction is important: it helps to focus the match search in a small area, and therefore reduces the probability to return a false match. Figure 4 shows the result of tracking a set of pixels in two images acquired from two positions distant of about 0.1 meter. One can see that most pixels have been successfully tracked.
Estimation of the motions
At the date TI, when a new stereo acquisition is performed, the pixels of the tracked set whose 3D coor- dinate estimate is now below a certain accuracy are discarded. We then partition the whole set of remaining matched 3D points into triplets, and estimate the 3D transformations defined by these triplets. Statistics are performed on the computed transformations in order to reject the possible remaining outliers: the mean and the standard deviation on the translation coordinates are computed, and triplets for which the difference between the corresponding translation and the mean translation is greater than 3 times the standard deviation are discarded ( figure 5 ). The final estimate of the 3D transformation 2'0~1 is performed using a least-square estimation method based on a singular value decomposition [ 121.
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Experimental results
The whole motion estimation method runs on board the robot Lama ( figure 6 ) and has been extensively tested over several thousand of images. It is part of a larger demonstration which integrates up to ten distinct functionalities (encapsulated in GenoM generated modules [13] ). In particular, one of these functionality consists in probabilistic global obstacle map building: it strongly relies on the results of the motion estimation algorithm in order to merge the local maps. The robot motion is also servoed on the position given by the motion estimation method, as the goal to reach is specified in Cartesian coordinates. Today, the main localization loop lasts about 7-8 seconds (image acquisition, stereo-correlation and motion estimation). Since we cannot deal well with movements larger than 50cm between two video frames (be- cause the images must be very similar for the method to work), this drastically limits the speed of the robot to less than 5cm per seconds. Nevertheless, much optimization and rougher testing will be done and significantly reduce CPU requirements: we are convinced that this time can be reduced by a factor of ten on the same hardware (see section 7). We can notice an interresting part, at approximately 15 meters from the starting point, where the overal slope of Steo's error increases suddendly ( figure 8 ). This is due to a bad estimation between two images (which is then integrated over the time). Detection of such errors could noticeably improve position estimate. It is still to be noted that this comparison was achieved on a kind of soil where odometry works well (to preserve the significance of the comparision). A slipping soil would have obviously revealed a much more significant difference between odometry and Steo. 
Discussion
We think the method has proven its feasibility and its efficiency, but however there are several improvements that must be evaluated. As an example, here is a list of the most important parameters we use, some comments about the choices we did and an estimated percentage of the time implied in the whole localization loop for the corresponding step of the algorithm. We choosed these values on the basis of experimentations only: the choices we did appear to work quite well, but future work will explore in details the influence of all these parameters, both from the point of view of computation time and precision of the results. Auto-correlation template size: the autocorrelation step (figure 3) is performed with the same 9 x 9 template size as the tracking phase (below). This step is very slow and is accomplished only on pixels that present a sufficiently good 3 0 precision (see section 3). The pixel selection step still lasts for 20% of the overall time (an optimized version of the algorithm, such as ussually performed in stereovision, should reduced this time by a huge factor).
Pixel template size: for pixel correlation between successive images, we use a 9 x.9 template region for each pixel. Depending on the cameras quality, 7 x 7 or smaller templates may work well too: this would considerably reduce the time consumed by the pixel tracking phase.
Search zone size: we search the pixels in an upcoming image in a 41 x 41 region centered around the predicted pixel new position (the prediction is done thanks to the odometry -see section 4). This is pretty big and consumes a lot of time, but for close pixels there can be errors as big as this in the odometry prediction. We need to integrate a true 3 0 odometry, using the inclinometers, and check whether the search zone size can be improved in any way.
number of pixels tracked: we track 500 pixels between each images, and sometimes loose up to 70% of them. Much work is still t o be done to reduce the lossage percentage, which would allow to reduce the number of a priori selected pixels. The tracking step lasts about 20% of the loop time: it depends on i ) the number of pixels tracked, ii) the size of the templates and iii) the size of the search zone. It obviously can (and will.. .) be considerably speeded up.
Besides these various parameters settings, some methodological points are to be evaluated :
0 Tracking pixels over several stereo frames:
The obvious drawback of computing elementary motions only between two consecutive stereo frames is that the errors on the motion estimation cumulates over time, just as it happens when integrating the data of the robot's internal sensor. One way to reduce this errors is to use the possibility to track some pixels over several stereo frames: it allows to determine various displacements parameters every time a stereo image comes up.
0 Dealing with dynamic environments: An other important issue t o study is the possibility t o apply this technique on dynamic environments, with moving parts such as vegetation in windy conditions, but also other robots or working people. If applied as is in such conditions, the algorithms would return totally erroneous motion estimates. This problem calls for the segmentation of the optical flow computed on selected pixels before computing the 3D transformation.
However precise this motion estimation technique can be, it is anyway not sufficient t o tackle long range navigation. Indeed, as we stated in the introduction, the development of several different data processing and environment modeling algorithms is required to tackle the localization problem. All these algorithms are complementary, and provide position estimates with different characteristics: in particular, a model of each of these algorithms is required in order to filter the various position estimates into a consistent one, and to plan or trigger their activation. A better qualification of our technique is required on order to know the uncertainties on the position estimates it evaluates.
